SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 31 October 2017

Weather:
Weather conditions, partly cloudy, winds blowing 14 gusting to 22 knots, temperature minus 12C

SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin,

Drill Team Update:
• Drill team met with POC, Carrie Schaffner, Steve Zelerhoff, and fleet OPS and planned and scheduled the crane work that is needed for the HRC and HPU-1. The HRC container is set to be lifted on Nov 01 the HPU-1 late in the week at the earliest.
• Staged generator and supplies at HRC for doing miscellaneous work during the lift.
• Supplied Generator mechanic with Herman Nelson heater for warming up Large IceCube generator.
• Sorted and organized green container.

Cargo:
• Last major crate of cargo, the DNF crate with motor controllers, arrived and has been secured.